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MEChA begins next big campus culture festival
Rosalie Cabison

Staff Writer
The members of Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlan (MEChA) are throwing
a party at Seattle University
more specifically, a Celebracion.
On Sunday, May 15 in the Leßoux
Room, MEChA will be having its first annual
Celebracion. Students can expect an evening
ofdining and entertainment in the tradition
—

Swim coach
Kat Cuevas
leaves
interim post

of Latino culture.
"Celebracion is exactly what it means in
translation: a celebration," Marcella Valle,
a sophomore and secretary of MEChA, explained, "It is bringing all the Latino cultures
together ... introducing the different Latino
cultures that students from [Seattle U] are
from and introducing it to the rest of the

Seattle community."
is

The theme for the first annual Celebracion
"Reclaiming Our Roots," and will focus

what the members of Seattle Us Latino
community have in common while exhibiting what makes each culture unique.
"We want to bring more understanding
to MEChA as a club, not being 'the Mexican
club.' The biggest misconception is that because you're in this Latino club you're automatically dubbed 'Mexican,'" Valle said
with fervor. "Although I'm Mexican, I like
to embrace the individuality of all the other
cultures ... and sharing that with the rest of
on

the students as well. We want to encourage
them to explore differentLatino cultures and
not just narrow it down to one perspective."
Sharing the culture is just one part of
MEChA's overall mission, as the club actually
defines itself as a social justice organization as
well as a multicultural organization.
"We focus a lot on promotPage
ing awareness, both educational
and multicultural, about all the
issues concerning the Latino

3

Tent City moves to new home

Cuevas' resignation
prefaces third swim coach
change in two years
J. Adrian Munger

Staff Writer
Capping a ten year career of
involvement with the Seattle U
swimming program, Kat Cuevas
will be leaving her post as interim
head coach at the end of the year.
Cuevas has participated in competitive swimming for much ofher
life and has been involved with the
Seattle U program ever since she
swam on the team as a student at
Seattle U from 2001-2005. After
she graduated with her degree in
international affairs, Cuevas continued her involvement, first as a
volunteer coaching assistant before getting hiring as
a full-time assistant
coach. She stepped in
as interim coach this
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Tent City Three relocated to 22nd Avenue and Cherry Street in early March from the Meadowbrook neighborhood
The tented community consists of more than 60 individuals who share security responsibilities and other communal duties.
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Academic
Assembly
approves new
Core model

in special
session
The Spectator received an official statement from the university regarding the Core decision.
The statement is as follows:
Yesterday, April 18, at a special session of the Academic
Assembly, the proposed learning
outcomes of the new Core curriculum were approved (yes =16;
1). The proposed
abstention
model of the new Core curriculum was endorsed with a similar
level of strong support (yes =15;
1; abstention =1).
no
In reaching its affirmative
=

su-spectator.com/news

news

Distance learning takes a leap forward
Online courses at the university will begin with four undergraduate
and graduate programs this summer
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
The coming of summer brings with it the
finalization of the online classes being planned
at Seattle University this year.
Two undergraduate and two graduate programs are scheduled to be taught come summer and, diough four courses sounds like a small
number, it is a significant step.
"I find this exciting," said associate provost
Charles Lawrence. "Personally I think we are able
to deliver a better education if we have more
tools at our disposal."
Lawrence hopes that there might be a shift to
use more online resources, regardless ofwhether
the class meets occasionally or all the time.
The four classes will consist of managing
services and pharmacology as graduate courses
and two undergraduate programs dealing with
'Hollywood and censorship' and 'race and
media'.
Greg Magnan, professor of marketing in
the Alber's School of Business and Economics,
has been using online resources for many ofhis

classes already, but he will be teaching a class this
summer entirely through the use of technology.
His course, Managing Services, will be taught
through asynchronous and synchronous techniques. This means that much of the material
will be available for the students to access at their
leisure, but a portion of it will be video conferences that require the class to log in online at a
particular time in order to hear a live lecture.
"This continues to offer flexibility but this
time flexibility through location," said Magnan.
For this reason, online courses are an extremely viable option for students who often
work or travel.
Another one of the summer courses will still
be meeting once a week, but a large portion of
the class content will only be accessible online.
"If we're able to allow for that one way communication to take place out of the classroom
that then frees up our class time to be that much
more engaging," said Patrick Murphy, nursing

professor.
He will be teaching the pharmacology course
this summer and recognizes there is a need
for focused learning in such a complex topic.

Therefore, the combination of class discussion
and online resources seem to him to be successful partners.
The two undergraduate courses will be taught
by communications professor Jim Forsher.
Before academia, Forsher produced over 100
national shows and is extremely well versed in
the benefits media can bring to a classroom.
"The experience ofan online interactive class
is going to be unlike anything [students] have
ever had in a regular lecture classroom," said
Forsher.
The classes taking place this summer are just
the beginning for this university.
"There's a whole infrastructure that has to be
developed around online education," Lawrence
said. "We're just in the process of doing that."
Fie does, however, have high hopes for the
future.
"If we are able to develop online programs,
we are able to expand thestudent base here without expanding our physical infrastructure,"
he said. "I think that the wider the variety of
pedagogies that we have, potentially, the more
affective we can be."

Collen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com

=

Members of the
Assembly fully

considered the
reports on the Core.

Albers
business
expo

shows off
entrepreneur
innovation

position on the Core curriculum
proposals put before it, the mem-

bers of the Academic Assembly
also carefully and fully considered the concerns and requests
expressed in the Minority Report
and a group of faculty from
within the College of Arts and
Sciences.
This approval of the proposed
objectives and model (structure)
of the new Core curriculum will
allow the implementation phase
to

Entrepreneurs explain "Feral
Motion DBA Snovision," an
automated filming service for
skiiers and snowborders.
Rupert Davies and John
Bencich explain their
"Body Battery" energy
patch to a student.

begin. The implementa-

tion phase will take place over
the next 18 (or more) months.

During the implementation
phase there will be continued
university wide discussion as the
committee works to develop the
course work for the new Core.
"We are pleased to support
the excellent work of the revision committee. We recognize
the extensive efforts made to include multiple points of view in
this process," said the Assembly
in an offfical statement. "We
believe that the new Core curriculum learning outcomes and
the Core curriculum model will
help us to achieve outcomebased learning that is rooted in
the Jesuit-Catholic liberal education tradition."
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
Lindsey

Wasson | The Spectator
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MEChA reclaims their roots with Celebracion 2011
First annual Latino culture
celebration set to be on
par with other more established culture festivals
Cover

�

community both here
in Seattle,

Washington

[and] back home in
Latin American coun...
both
tries
for our members and
the wider SU community," Laura
Gomez, a senior and co-president
ofMEChA.

We want to share the
Latino culture with
everyone on campus.
Laura Gomez

Senior
Gomez said the officers of
MEChA are hoping Celebracion
will help their club to grow and expand MEChA's presence at Seattle
U to students of all cultures.
"If there's more diversity
amongst the club it will also be
more inviting of other students
that aren't necessarily Latino to
feel welcome," Gomez said. "We
are always stressing that everyone
is always welcome."
Although the Celebracion is
starting small in the Leßoux room,
the goal is to eventually move the
event to the Campion Ballroom.
Gomez and Valle are both hoping
that Celebracion will be a welcome addition to the spring roster of Seattle U's cultural events,

Lindsey

Wasson | The Spectator

M.E.Ch.A. members appearing from right to left: Laura Gomez Santos, Julian Young-Valdovinos, Osbaldo Hernandez-Sahagun, Martha
Palomin. Front Row: Lizz Petosa-Aguilera, Irma Gomez, and Marcy Valle. M.ECh A hopes Celebracion is the beginning of a tradition.
others include established events
like United Filipino Club's Barrio
Fiesta, Marianas Tao Tao Tano's
Fiesta, Hui'O'Nani Hawaiian
Lu'au, and Vietnamese Student
Association's Xuan Festival.
"We want to establish an annual tradition, have it be something
that students begin to recognize as
something coming around every

spring quarter that is associated
with MEChA," Gomez said, "and
students will know that it's a night
of dinner and dancing, entertainment and fun, and learning about
the culture. That's a lot of the experience, we

want to

share the Latino

culture with everyone on campus."
Valle promised a good time true
to Latino culture.

"I really encourage students to
it just reminds me of celebrations and parties growing up
as a child," Valle said. "What we're
planning now is like a birthday party
back home, just getting together and
throwing carne asada on the grill.
This is just a piece of what I enjoyed
growing up with my Latino roots and
I always have all sorts of fun and I
come

...

would love to share that with the rest
of the students."
Celebracion will be on Sunday,
May 15 in the Leßoux Room
(STCN 160). Doors open at 6:30
p.m. and the program starts at 7 p.m.
Rosalie may be reached at
roabison@su-spectator.com

Sainath speaks on India food insecurity, farmer suicides
Kassi Rogers
News Editor
As my classmates and I walked
inside from the balmy sauna that
is Mumbai in August, the overcooled room at Sophia's College
for Women acted only as a reminder of the irony of the city. As
a study abroad group from Seattle
University, we quietly took notes
as Palagummi Sainath (P. Sainath),
rural affairs editor at The Hindu, an
Indian newspaper, lectured about
the lack of understanding about
an Indian reality, farmers' suicide
and wealth disparities. Our Indian
counterparts

in their

shifted anxiously

seats

with questions.

Food inflation rates
have serious political
consequences.
This was Aug. 4, 2008.
Last Tuesday,Sainath spoke
again, this time in a small room
in the Bannan Building on Seattle
U's campus. He dressed in a simple
white collared shirt, khaki pants
and gray vest, his salt and pepper
hair in waves on the top ofhis head.
With the speed of anyone who has
spoken on a subject matter for longer than they care to remember,

Sainath rattled off numbers, facts,
names and other data. His passion
and frustration bubbled to the surface ofeach mundane statistic.
"We have seen in the past five
years the highest food price rise
in Indian history," said Sainath.
"Painfully we will learn to live without petrol, [but] not food."
More so than ever, India is dealing with a problem of food insecurity. According to the United
Nations Food and Agricultural
Organization, food security refers
to physical, social and economic
access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet dietary needs
and food preferences for an active
and healthy life for all people at all
times. Food insecurity is when this
doesn't exist.
Sainath argues that food inflation rates of 13 to 19 percent have
serious consequences politically,
correlating food inflation rates and
other price manipulations as seen
in India to similarities in Egypt,
Tunisia, and Yemen with their recent civil unrest.
"He has a way of connecting
the data to real situations," said
Gina Lopardo, assistant director
of Education Abroad. "There are
people behind those numbers, suffering behind those numbers, and
business behind those numbers."
Beyond food insecurity, rural
farmers' suicides have been a large
element of Sainath's journalistic

career. According to Sainath, the
number offarmers in debt between
1991 and 2001 doubled. The startling reality that farmers' suicides
are rising at a higher rate among
a shrinking population of farmers
is symptomatic of the skyrocketing debt they accrue. But according to Sainath, this isn't isolated to
rural India as suicide rates in the
American Midwest are also high
among farmers.

Sainath does not apply his criticism sparingly, making sure to apply a thick layer of critique to the
media, the government and the
countries' billionaires. He makes a
strong point against miracle fixes
like microfinance simply because it
has become a tool of major banks
like ICICI, one of the leading microlenders in India.

"Microfinance, organized by
a

group of poor

women

and

run

by them is a great, effective tool to
bypass exploitative forces," Sainath
said. "Now they are controlled by
the very people who they sought
to

bypass."

Sainath answered a few last
questions with a final sentiment,
"Things will get better, but they will
get worse before they get better."

Kassi may be reached at
krodgers@su-spectator.com
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P. Sainath lectures on food price inflation and its affects on India's food security. According to a 2001
census figure, India has 836 million people living on 20 rupees, 50 cents or less per day.
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Mission Day seeks to
transform the way college
students learn
(Left) Sr. Ilia Delio, currently a senior research fellow at Georgetown, and Fr. Patrick Kelly S.J. (Below),
address a congregation of students and faculty.

Lindsey
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Alumni sells motivational threads, fulfils dreams
Colleen Fontana
StaffWriter
At first glance, the shirt seems quite plain.
It is white, simple with the words adorning it
written in a bold black font stating "POOR,"
and beneath that the phrase "perspectives
on our reality." To a passerby, such a saying
might be considered insignificant, but the
maker and wearer of the shirt know better.
The simple white tee is more than a shirt.
It's a message.
This was the goal of Seattle University
alumni Raygie Mamerto when he first envisioned combining clothing with motivation. His vision has turned into a reality as
he and three of his buddies have created the
Perspectives on our Reality, or POOR, line
ofshirts in order to encourage others on the
path to their dreams.
"What if you were a person that had an
idea but didn'tknow how to go for it," said
Mamerto. "Because that's what we're doing.
We have an idea and we're going for it. We
want to provide that spark to inspire."
Their own spark started in August of last
year when Mamerto brainstormed ideas
with his three associates and friends Richard
Arcelo, Jermaine Jose and Brandon Tan, who
is also a graduate of Seattle U. They developed four T-shirt designs to display their
POOR message.
"I didn't just want to make clothes,"
Mamerto said. "I didn't just want to make
T-shirts. I wanted to have a purpose and I
wanted to have a meaning behind what I

did."
For the past several months they have
been selling shirts and spreading the word
dirough their website and by word ofrnoudi.
With support from family and friends,
the group has sold more than 30 shirts and
hopes to keep the message moving.
Mamerto worries that too many people
are losing track of their dreams. Hopefully,
these shirts can be a glimmer of inspiration
to get back on that road.
"We decided that this could be something that could raise awareness for people
that feel lacking in certain areas," said Jose.

"Their self-esteem, their confidence, their
creativity, whatever is lacking in their lives,
this could be an outlet or a way for people
to be inspired by themselves."
Jose is the main designer for the shirts, the
logo of which revolves around a pair ofspectacles that are printed to complete two "0"s
in the acronym POOR. In one design, the
face of a man with a monocle and a bowler
hat is framed by the elegant curtains of a stage
and below him is again the word POOR. He
is a gentleman and a figure for Perspectives
on our Reality.
"He is the man that did what he wanted
to do with his life," Jose said. "Their lives are
all shades ofgray. There isn't right or wrong."
Tan andArcelo were unavailable for interviews, but had significant words about their
program written on the Perspectives on our
Reality website.
"I find myself wondering about who I
am .. .and I realized... lam simply a person
who follows his heart to freely express myself
through artistic pursuits," Tan noted.
"I love making music that touches the human soul and sparks emotion. I always say 'I
didn't just find music, music found me.' Love
brings," Arcelo wrote.
The future for these four is going to bring
with it another line ofshins called Spectacles.
This line will be geared toward a wider audience and target demographic and express a
slightly different purpose.
"That one's going to be focused more on
self-inspiration rather than showing people a
different light or different perspective," Jose
said.
Mamerto and Tan aren't the only Seattle
U alumni who are following their dreams,
though. Numerous other graduates throughout the country, and even the world, are participating in aspects oflife they support and
believe in.
Hopefully, these shirts and all college
graduates can continue to be a message to
the community and an inspiration to those
who need it.

Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com

Candace Shankel | The Spectator

Raygie Mamerto graduated with a marketing degree from the Albers School of
Business in 2010. He and his four associates founded POOR shortly thereafter.
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Support for Japan
relief continues as
crane folding persists
Bottom, freshman Arica Jefferey folds a paper crane on Wednesday's
Japan Benefit lunch in Xavierto help survivors of the Japan earthquake
and tsunami. The luncheon fundraiser and crane folding raised $1000.
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Project center designs app for Microsoft contest
Microsoft software design competition featured
more than 300,000 entries
Dallas Goschie
Staff Writer

companion to Microsoft's annual Imagine Cup. Imagine Cup,
which is in its ninth year, is a
Have you ever had the urge to nationwide tournament wherein
exhibit to someone the creativity, students across the world deingenuity and skill of students sign and create innovative new
at Seattle University, but didn't
products, predominately in the
have the means to do so?
form of games or software tools.
Well, there is an app for that. According to Imagine Cup USA,
A group of students majormore than 300,000 registered
ing in computer science teamed this year. Judges narrow down
up to fulfill their senior capmany of the entries, though the
stone project requirements by
grand prize winners in both the
constructing an app for mobile software and games categories
are chosen via a "people's choice"
voting system.
These projects lead to
In years past, this voting could
only take place by logging into
job opportunities quite the Internet or Facebook and
selecting your favorite project.
often. have one at
However, according to Daughtry,
the people at Microsoft quickly
Microsoft coming up.
realized how inconvenient this
was in that people had to physiPeter Daughtry cally sit down at a computer
Senior and log in to vote for one of
the final projects after reading a
a

I

phones over the course of their
final year at Seattle U.
The project, performed for
Microsoft, was solicited by
the College of Science and
Engineering's Project Center,
which finds projects that allow
students to gain real-life experience applying their science
skill-set to a real-world business
environment.
The team consisted of Peter

The app was adapted
for iPhone, Android

and Windows 7.
Daughtry, Alvaro Martin, and
Jesse Sharp with computer science professor Adair Dingle, who
served as their faculty advisor.
They were also aided by a "technical liaison" from Microsoft.
The app, which has been
adapted for iPhone, Android
and Windows 7, was created as

Microsoft quickly

realized how

inconvenient physically
voting at a computer is.
short piece about the work and
watching a team-produced video
explaining the project.
Microsoft decided the most
logical and forward thinking
solution to this problem, and a

simpler

step to

gathering

more

develcompetition
a
downloadable
mobile
op
app
and select their favorite finalists
while out and about.
Daughtry, Alvaro and Martin
spent months creating, constructing and now maintaining
the app that was available in
time for it to be used as part of
Imagine Cup voting this year.
Dingle explained that Microsoft
was very happy with the end
votes, was to

product, and they intend to incorporate it into future Imagine
Cups for years to come.
The application itself is simple.
After a quick (and free) download, users are given the choice
to view projects in the categories of either software design or
game design. Once the user has
selected one of these categories,
they can view a list of the final
projects in each category. Among

Imagine Cup is a
nationwide tournament
where students
innovate new products.
the finalists are applications that
allow users to track public transit
and a specialized camera that allows vision-impaired students to
operate a high-zoom lens using
gestures on a Windows tablet to
follow the writings of their professors and take their own notes
on lectures.

Normally, according to
Dingle, these student projects
don't have to be completed until the end of May. However,
because Microsoft hoped to'
have the app ready for voting
in competition this year, the
members had to complete
their project in March, two
months earlier than their peers.
Because of their expedited deadline, the team worked through
much of their winter break
to get the project rolling, and
had to complete much of the
last-minute work during the
same week as their winter
quarter final exams, the end of
which marked the due-date for
the app.
"[These projects lead to job
opportunities] quite often. I have
used the app to get interviews
at a few places already. I have
one at Microsoft coming up,"
Daughtry said.
team

This year's winners:
Software Design
First Place: Note-Taker
Second Place: Lifelens
Third Place: Uca Ursus
Fourth Place: TTHV
Game Design
First Place: Bloom
Second Place: Plump Pixel
Third Place: Righteous Noodle
Fourth Place: XozGaming
People's Choice Awards
First Place: Big Impact Bear
Second Place: Team AAMP
Third Place: Team Mintrus
Fourth Place: EDO
Software Design. Students create real-world software and

sen/ices applications that use Microsoft tools and technology.
The winnerof the U.S. competition will receive an automatic
bid to compete at the Worldwide Finals.

Game Design. This competition is a chance for students
to create their own video game and help change the global
community. The new game needed to be developed for
either Microsoft Windows/Xbox (XNA) or Mobile using

Microsoft® XNA™ Game Studio 3.1 or later; Microsoft
Visual Studio, HTML 4.0 or greater, or Microsoft Silverlight
technologies.

People's Choice Awards. The three awards highlight teams
that had public appeal through an open voting process,

including the best of software design, the best solution
accessed through a mobile phone (Mobile Award), and the

top project that utilizes cloud computing (Windows Azure
Award).

Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@su-spectator.com

via Imagine

Cup

CSCE holds 7th Spirit of Community awards

Joe Dyer | The Spectator

According to the website for the Center for Community Service and Engagement, the Spirit of Community awards honor those who show thoughtful leadership, dedication,
integrity, humility, and who serve with compassion and soul. Students Hajer Al-Faham (Right), Rebecca Recinos and Maggie Wykowski (Left) were all nominated for an award.
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U.S. Army moves
WikiLeaks suspect
from Quantico
Pfc. Bradley Manning moved to Fort Leavenworth to
receive more extensive physical treatment
Lolita Baldor
Associated Press
The Army private suspected of
giving classified data to WikiLeaks
is being moved to a state-of-theart facility at Fort Leavenworth in
Kansas, where Pentagon officials
extensive mental, emotional and physical health care will
be available.

said more

Jeh Johnson, the Pentagon's
lawyer, said the move does not
suggest that Army Pfc. Bradley
Mannings treatment at the Marine
Corps base at Quantico, Va., was
top

inappropriate.
But the transfer, which Johnson

described as "imminent," comes in
the wake of international criticism
about Manning's treatment during
his detention at the Marine Corps
base at Quantico. And the conditions of Manning's detention have
been the focus ofrepeated protests
from human rights groups and
lawmakers.

The transfer comes
in the wake of

international criticism
about Quantico.
Johnson, however, said that
"The fact that we have made a
decision to transfer this particular
pretrial confine should not be interpreted as a criticism of the place
he was before."
Speaking to reporters Tuesday
...

during a hastily arranged briefing,
Johnson and Army Undersecretary
Joseph Westphal acknowledged
that the brig at Quantico was not
designed to hold pretrial detainees
for more than a few months.
"This is the right decision, at
the right time," said Westphal. "We
were looking at a situationwhere he
would need an environment more

conducive for a longer detention."
The new facility, they said, will
be more open, have more space,
and Manning will have a greater
opportunity to eat and interact with
other prisoners there. They added
that the move was in Manning's
best interest because Leavenworth's

Joint Regional Correctional Facility

has a broader array of facilities, including trained mental, emotional
and physical health staff.
Lt. Col. Dawn Hilton, who is
in charge of the medium-security
detention facility at Leavenworth,
said Manning will undergo a comprehensive evaluation upon his arrival to assess whether he is a risk
to his own or others' safety. The
150 inmates there
including
are
eight who are awaiting trial
allowed three hours of recreation
per day, she said, and three meals a
day in a dining area.
She said the facility, which
—

—

opened in January, is designed
for long-term detention of pretrial inmates. Officials agreed that
Manning's case, which involves
hundreds of thousands of highly
sensitive and classified documents,
is very complex and could drag on
for months, if not years.
Johnson said that Manning,
who has been at Quantico for
more than eight months, can be
moved now because his interview
in the Washington region to determine his competency to stand trial
has been completed. That interview lasted one day and was done
April 9.
Johnson also said he believes
that Manning's lawyer was told
about the move Tuesday. The lawyer, David Coombs, did not re-

for comment.
Manning faces nearly two dozen
charges, including aiding the enemy, a crime that can bring the
death penalty or life in prison.
spond

to a request

His transfer to Leavenworth
comes a bit more than a week
after a U.N. torture investigator
complained that he was denied a
request to make an unmonitored
visit to Manning. Pentagon officials
said he could meet with Manning,
but it is customary to give only the
detainee's lawyer confidential visits.
Manning has been held in maximum security in a single-occupancy
cell at Quantico, and he is allowed
to wear only a suicide-proof smock

The pre-trial
detainees at the Fort
Leavenworth facility are

Specs of the week
Museum of Flight hosts retired NASA shuttle

saying it was "in the best interest of the children" because of "questions of abuse and other inflammatory
and emotional issues."
Sheen arrived in court wearing a black suit, glasses
and an orange tie. As the public filed out of the courtroom, Sheen gave a fist bump to a reporter in the
audience. One of his girlfriends, whom he describes
as goddesses, accompanied him to court and sat on a
bench outside the courtroom.

Last Tuesday, the Musueum of Flight announced
that they weren't chosen to host one of NASA's retired
space shuttles from their newly discontinued space
program. MoF was one of 21 hopeful museums and
science centers in the running for one of the shuttles.
It wasn't all bad news for MoF, however, because the
museum will be getting a full-size training simulator.
A $12 million building called the Space Gallery
will be built to hold the model space shuttle.Visitors
to the Space Gallery will be able to climb aboard the
training modulewhich according to the Seattle Times,
has been used by every astronaut and is the only one
in existence.
Gov. Christine Gregoire called the acquisition of
the training simulator, "a true win" for the state of
Washington especially because you can't climb into
the real space shuttles. The Smithsonian, the Intrepid
Sea, Air, and Space Museum in New York, the Kennedy
Space Center in Florida, and the California Science
Center in Los Angeles will be getting a space shuttle.

First U.S. offshore wind farm approved

A federal agency approved a construction and
operations plan for the Cape Wind project off the
Massachusetts coast, clearing the way for work to begin on Americas first offshore wind farm as early as
this fall, U.S. Interior Secretary Kenneth Salazar an-

nounced Tuesday.
Approval by the Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management, Regulation and Enforcement was required before construction of the proposed 130-turbine wind farm in Nantucket Sound could get under
way.

Charlie Sheen appears in Court for child
custody battle

to comment.

The secretary said the Cape Wind project, which
has already received other state and federal permits,
could create 600 to 1,000 jobs and that nationwide
the wind power industry had the potential for tens of
thousands of jobs.
"The wind potential off the Atlantic coast is staggering," but the vetting process for projects to tap it is too
drawn out, Salazar said at a news conference in Boston.
"Taking 10 years to permit an offshore wind farm
like Cape Wind is simply unacceptable," and the
Obama administration is examining ways to streamline the permitting process so it won't take so long,
Salazar said.

Attorneys for both sides also refused to divulge details of the hearing.
Los Angeles Superior Court Judge Hank Goldberg
sealed the hearing at the request ofMueller's attorney,

The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com

Former "Two and a Half Men" star Charlie Sheen
before a Los Angeles judgeTuesday seeking custody ofhis twin sons with estranged wife Brooke Mueller,
who also attended the closed hearing.
No resolution was immediately announced. Sheen
left the courthouse flanked by security and was on
his way to catch a plane to Washington DC, for a
performance ofhis stage show. Mueller emerged from
court smiling and hugged her attorney but declined
went

The S.U. Marksmanship Club
invites you to join club members for the
Open-day at the Gun Range on Friday, May 6th

held alone in their cells.
bed each night.
At least part of that will not
change, Hilton said, noting that
all of the pretrial detainees at the
Leavenworth facility are held alone
in their cells.
President Barack Obama and
senior military officials have repeatedly contended that Manning
is being held under appropriate
conditions given the seriousness of
the charges against him.
A former intelligence analyst,
Manning is accused of leaking hundreds ofthousands of documents to
the anti-secrecy websiteWikiLeaks,
including Iraq and Afghanistan war
logs, confidential State Department
cablesand a classified military video
ofa 2007 Apache helicopter attack
in Iraq that killed a Reuters news
photographer and his driver.
Army prosecutors, however,
have told Manning's lawyers that
they will not recommend the death

New

&

experienced shooters are welcome.

to

penalty.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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Firearms, ammunition, safety equipment,
instruction, and transportation
are provided free of charge.

Transportation leaves promptly
from the front of Bellarmine Hall at 2:00 p.m.
Reservations are required.
For information about making your reservation
to attend this Open-day at the Range, contact
Arthur Dodek

-

dodekal@seattleu.edu
or

Brendan Miller

-

millerbB@seattleu.edu

The Seattle University Marksmanship Club
is an S. U. recreational sports club and

is registered as an ASSU student club
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publicsafety

reports
Medical Assist
April 13, 6:10 p.m.

thespectator
recommends

A student reported a finger
injury sustained in Connolly
Center. The student was
escorted to the hospital for

RVTfI

further care.

rrn

A student reported

experiencing an allergic
reaction to food in the
Student Center. No medical
transport was necessary.
Suspicious Circumstance
April 14, 2:30 p.m.

POETRY

rrvni

EMM

Hear poetry as performed by the people
that put it to music at the Hugo House. Group
members from the band The Maldives will
be performing poetry from Wallace Stevens,
Dean Young, Walt Whitman, Yeats, Keats,
Dorothy Parker and Theodore Roethke as
set to music. Tickets are $10 and can be
purchased by calling the Hugo House. The
event will begin at 7:30 p.m.

Class

allowing

access without a key. The
lock was repaired.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 20.

IjMa Noah Levine

To hear the classic tale of a reformed addict who
found religion and became an inspirational author, attend Noah Levine, author of" The Heart
of the Revolution: Buddha's Radical Teachings
on Forgiveness, Compassion and Kindness."
Levine a former punk rocker, now extols the virtues of Buddhism and will be speaking about it
at the Douglass-Triuth Library on Yesler Way at
6:30 p.m. The event is sponsored by The Elliott
Bay Book Company.

faith

Easter Mass

canceled. There was a week-long
People were
dunked into the reflection pool. Only Christmas
can compete with this holiday in terms of importance. After thousands of years, the ritualized
aspects of Easter mass have really been perfected
by the Catholics, and may at the very least provide the perfect opportunity to see the Catholic
church in all its glory. There will be no less than
four opportunities to see Mass on Sunday, and
was

series of events leading up to this.

music

A facilities employee reported
a lock had been tampered
with in Hunthausen Hall,

film, The Cameraman will transport viewer back
to 1928, the year it was produced. The film will
begin at 7 p.m. at The Paramount.
n¥TS LITERATURE

The Cave Singers will bring their distinctive
brand of folk music to the Showbox at the Market
to promote the release of their latest album, No
Witch. Doors will open at 8:00 p.m.

Poetry Rocks!

Medical Assist
April 13, 10:40 p.m.

music

MM! The Cave Singers

LITERATURE

BSM Open Studio

opportunities will be available almost all day.

| Tame Impala

ZAPP in addition to having the best acronym
around, houses the zine library on the secondfloor
of the Hugo House, and is one of the largest collection ofzines in the world. In this perfect climate
for creativity, on the last Wednesday of the month,
Hugo House invites people in with whatever art
project they might be working on. Snacks will be
provided and anyone is welcome to join. The event

MOVIES

Silent Movie Monday

Though Tame Impala sounds as if they
could have come out of the musical era of the
60s or 70s, and combine sounds from many
different sounds and genres from that time.
Their Australian-born, psychedelic sounds
will grace the stage at Neumo's when they
perform in an all-ages show at 8 p.m.

Get a dose ofold-timey movie-going at the end
of the month-long series at The Paramount. Every
Monday ofApril, Trader Joes is helping sponsor a
differentscreening ofa silent film under the I Love
New York theme. At the last opportunity to see a

will be held from 5-8 p.m.
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Campus Voice:
What does Holy
Week mean to you?
Delsa Toglia
Senior, Liberal Studies

Amy Lee

Nick Cozzetto
Senior, Rim

Freshman, Nursing

"I like thinking about different
religions and this is a good time
to do that."

"Holy Week is important to
me since I'm Christian. Media,
drinking and other bad sources
try to influence me and it's hard
to focus on God. Since this
week is Holy Week, I'm doing
fasting to cut off all the bad
influences and focus on God."

"Not a whole lot."

"As a Christian Holy Week is about the Life of Jesus, His
triumph into Jerusalem, Palm Sunday, His death on Good
Friday, and His life after death through His resurrection. It
means the world to me; it is more than a week in the year. It
is daily living out the life He lived."
Christina Johnston

'

Sophomore, Nursing
Interviews and photos by Joe Dyer | The Spectator

BECU MEMBERS, kft to right:

°

Cayleigh T., Edmonds;

Skylarß., Woodinville
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AS A NOT-FOR-PROFIT CREDIT UNION,
we reinvest and return our earnings to
members in the form ofbetter rates and lower fees.
That's why BECU can offer a great rate on private
student loans along with no origination fee. We put the
interest of our members ahead of profit. What bank can
say that?We are BECU. Join us.
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You can't major in sports: A
It is a common misconception on college campuses across the nation
that athletes come to college to focus on their sport. The NCAA requires
all athletes to maintain a cumulative 2.0 GPA. Although the Athletics
department cannot release athletes' grades, The Spectator decided to
explore whether this rumor of 'slackademics' was grounded in reality.
In the 2008-2009 and 2009-2010 seasons, 14 of

The NCAA requires all athletes to maintain a

17 Seattle University sports teams attained over a 3.0

GPA in order to be eligible to play, but many Seattle University

average team GPA.

coaches encourage their players to get at least a 3.0 GPA.

2,0 cumulative

Emma McAleavy

StaffWriter
According to NCAA reports
during Seattle University's first
year as a Division One team,
it wasn't the basketball team or
the baseball team that struggled
the most academically. Despite
prevalent stereotypes that high
profile men's sports are prone to
academic lethargy, it was actually
women's teams that performed
the worst that first year. Women's
basketball ranked in the 10th to
20th percentile in term of academic performance as compared
to other Division One women's
basketball teams while women's
volleyball ranked in the 20th to

30th percentile.
On the men's side, it wasn't
the high-profile athletes who

struggled on the academic front,
but rather swimming and tennis

ranked lowest, both landing in
the Ist -10th percentile. Baseball
and basketball ranked in the 90th
-100 th percentile.
The numbers are based on
NCAA Academic Progress Rates
Joe Dyer The Spectator
(APR), which is an efficient, if
sometimes misleading way, of Sophomores Joey Pulitano (left) and Nick Latta (right) study in the Lemiuex Library. Both are members of the Seattle U baseball team.
|

gauging the academic status of
individual teams. One or two
players failing classes, receiving
academic probation or dropping
out can damage a team's APR
even if the rest of the team is

performing well academically.
All of these statistics were compiled before Cameron Dollar arrived to reinvigorate basketball,
before Donny Harrell took over
baseball. It was the first year of
Division One at Seattle U, and yet
dozens of the teams the university
played were still Division Two.
Seattle U had just announced
the move to Key Arena, and not
everybody had jumped on the
Division One bandwagon.
The 2008-2009 NCAA re-

week with

a

full course load.

Athletes and non-athletes
alike

are

familiar with stereotypes

about jocks (which, by the way,
is short for jockey, and so is only
accurate when referring to small
men who ride fast horses).
"Athletes in general sometimes have a

negative stereotype

that we don't care about school,"
said Casey Sowell of the women's
basketball team.

unique challenges.
"It is hard trying to balance ev-

track and field captain.
Prather joined the team as a
sophomore after a disconcertingly unstructured freshman

As an athlete her

athlete, Prather felt little pressure
or motivation to stay disciplined

year. Without the schedule of an

sophomore year, Prather

found it easiter to stay
on top of school.

stereotypes that high profile

in school.

erything," Sowell said.
Indeed, the 20 hours of practice allowed by the NCAA each
week, travel for games and missed
classes make keeping up in school
especially hard for athletes. Many
non-athletes don't work 20 hours a
week at a non-academic pursuit.
For some, however, the rigors
of an athletic schedule have been

year, Prather found it easier to stay
on top of school.
However, not all athletes are as

adept

an

went

does pose some
challenges, but luckily

for me it's a benefit.
Allison Prather
Track and Field Captain

beneficial.

"It does pose some challenges,
but luckily for me it's been a benefit," said Allison Prather, a senior
psychology major and women's

academics balancing act.
Prather says that some athietes
prioritize athletics over school.
"It's easier for us to miss a class
than it is for us to miss a practice,"
Prather said.
Coaches pay more attention
and are more serious about atat practice than teacher's
are. Many teachers don't feel it's
their responsibility to ensure their
students come to class.
"If you miss a practice, there
are ramifications. You miss a class,
that teachers not going to come up
to you, that teacher is not going to
be in your face," Prather said.
Coaches insist on attendance at
practices, but many times they also
insist on a certain level ofacademic
performance on the part of their
athletes. The NCAA requires all
athletes to maintain a 2.0 cumulative GPA in order to be eligible to
play, but many coaches encourage
their players to get at least a 3.0. As
GPAs begin to slip, coaches can institute mandatory study hours, and
even pull players out of practice in

through many different box sets ofTV shows," Prather
said.
As an athlete her sophomore

"I

It [the athletic schedule]

Despite prevalent

men's sports are prone to
the only current
public record of the Redhawks academic lethargy it was
performance in the academic
arena. Seattle Us Department of actually women's teams
Athletics was unwilling to release
the GPA averages of individual that performed the worst.
teams. Coaches and athletes,
however, were more than willing
to discuss the academic status of
But Sowell, along with several
student-athletes, and the ins and
out ofbalancing a 20-hour practice
other athletes, assured me that
port represents

they are committed to academics, but they're just faced with

at

performing the athletics/

to

tendance

effort

to get

them

to

study.
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Chelsea Jennings, a sophomore biology major and soccer player, writes on a white board while studying for chemistry in the library.

his

Baseball coach Donny Harrel is proud that
team earned a 3.1 average GPA for winter

quarter, a commendable

feat considering they

are in season—a season that involves playing
56 games in 13 weeks—and spend much of
the time on the road.
"As we told them when we got the final
marks, we're more proud of them doing that
than them having a better season this year
because that's going to go a lot longer in their
life than a baseball game," said Harrel.
Harrel and the Department of Athletics
are committed to assisting athletes in meeting
academic expectations and recruiting competent students, as well as talented players. But
is it too much to hope that athletes will be as
committed students as non-athletes?
"There's no question that the majority
of the time athletes are going to have lower
GPAs, based on the other things they've got
going on in their life compared to someone
who is maybe just academically inclined,"
Harrel said.

Baseball coach Donny Harrel
is proud that his team earned

a 3.1 average GPA.

Joe Dyer

Latta, an infielder on the baseball team, studies in the library.

|

The Spectator

It is not actually clear if Seattle U's nonathlete population is outperforming the athletes. The NCAA reports that athletes are
more likely to graduate than non-athletes
(an assertion that is contradicted in other research). Without having access to the actual
average GPAs of individual teams, it is impossible to say for sure that student athletes are
less studious than non-student athletes; the
evidence is all anecdotal.
The Department ofAthletics did, however,
share that in the 2008-2009 and 2009-2010

14 out of 17 teams attained over a
3.0 average team GPA. Fall quarter of this
year, 14 out of 17 teams made the cut again
while one team fell just below the 3.0 line
winter quarter, dropping the total number of
teams to make the cut from 14 to 13. Athletics
would not report which teams were below a
2.0 GPA.
seasons,

Our guys were huddled around

him excited to see what they

were getting and if we were
going to get to our team goal.
Donny Harrel
Baseball Coach

Regardless of the actual academic interest or
success levels ofindividual athletes, academics
do seem to be a priority for the Department
ofAthletics and that attitude trickles down to
the students.
Harrel described a weekend the baseball
team spent in Portland. The afternoon game
had been postponed due to the weather, and
assistant coach Casey Powell was getting the
winter quarter grades in.
"Our guys were huddled around him excited to see what they were getting and if we
were going to get to our team goal for that
quarter, Harrel said. "And I've never seen that
anywhere I've been, the excitement they had
to know that we made it, and I thought that
was a great

compliment

to

them."

Emma may be reached at
emcaleavy@su-spectator.com
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The Hedreen Gallery gets nautical with 'Yacht Club'
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer
House systems: the feature in British
schools grouping children together into a various houses, aimed to create community out
of a large, otherwise unconnected group of
people. Think Harry Potter— sorting students
together around common ideas and fostering
friendly competition and a group identity.
House Systems, the current exhibition at
the Hedreen Gallery, essentially aims to do

exactly the same thing.
The almost year-long endeavor, created by
co-curators Whitney Ford-Terry and Jessica

Powers, uses the house systems model as the
basis for a variety of smaller systems, all revolving around various forms of community.
Yacht Club, the new system in a series that
has included a "Book Club" and "Fort Club,"
aims to explore the deep maritime roots of
the Pacific Northwest and culture surrounding it. While each new theme discusses the
importance of community, Ford-Terry and

Powers are creating an entirely new arts
community themselves.
"We want to welcome whoever is interested to drop by and partake in the experience,"
said Ford-Terry. "There's an ongoing element
of being able to meet new artists and people,
so there's a lot going on."
From the beginning of their time at
Seattle University, the curators have worked
to create a warm and welcoming tone for the
Hedreen, talking with students and groups
like ArtSideOut to create programming that

broadens the gallery space to embody more
than just a room with art on display.
"We wanted to create a program that
would encourage face-to-face communication," said Powers. "We have programming
that's event-based, not necessarily based on
specific objects, but instead on what artists
can create in the space."
The only work currently on display in the
gallery is a collection of maritime tools and
artifacts on loan from the Nordic Heritage
Museum, designed to give artists inspiration
for the various events held at the gallery and an
anchor for the main theme ofYacht Club.
In order to give artists the opportunity to
meet other artists and the community, various programs were created including a weekly
lunch with lectures about the current system
and Face Time, when different artists are invited to the gallery to exercise their creative
freedom in whatever way they choose, while
also opening the event to the public to partake
every other Saturday of the month,.
"We want to bring a diverse group of audiences together," Powers said. "We hope there's
something here for everyone."
Each Face Time features different artists
determined just two weeks in advance. Last
Saturday's event featured two artists from
Canada leading a skill-share workshop about
knot tying.
"It's an old-timey practice everyone used
to know," said Sam Wilcocks, one of the
visiting artists. "As part of our artists group
in Vancouver, we worked through a book of
knots collaboratively, and wanted to use this
for Yacht Club."
At the workshop participants could learn
how to make a variety of knots underthe skillful tutelage ofWilcocks and fellow nautical art
enthusiast Erik Hood. The curators emphasized that the events are a platform to provide
artists with an opportunity to do whatever
they wish, and create whatever they want
in the four hours they spend at the gallery,
whether it can be displayed later or not.

Currently on display in the

gallery is a collection of
maritime tools on loan.
"We'll see what happens with the knots,"
Powers said. "We're just interested in what
the artists create, although I hope they stay
here."
For Powers and Ford-Terry, the most important aspect ofany event held at the gallery,
and the goal of the gallery itself, seems to be
transparency and availability in order to create
a space for the community to enjoy.
As the only building on campus that faces
the street, and with the added display benefits
of a building that was formerly a car dealership, the two are excited to use this opportunity to open the gallery and art opportunities
on campus to a wider audience.
"We're looking forward to meeting new
artists, and even just seeing people on the
street," Powers said. "It's exciting to learn
something new, and people should not be
turned off by not knowing someone."
"We would love to have as many people
come by as possible," Ford-Terry added.
For more information about the Hedreen,
stop by from 1:30 to 6 p.m. Wednesday

through Saturday.
Joe Dyer

|
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Knot tying lessons were the subject of one of The Hedreen Gallery's recent Face Time events, fitting with Yacht Club's sea theme.

Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
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Hauschka fills piano with
ping-pong balls, paper clips
Kelton Sears
Entertainment Editor
Volker Bertelmann is

truly in its own category. His past albums
"Ferndorf" and "Forgotten Landscapes"
a

fore that, he was a hip-hop

pianist, but bestar.

"In my 20s I was in a hip-hop band
called God's Favorite Dog, we were signed
to Sony music and were quite popular.
We played big German festivals," said
Bertelmann, who is better known under
his stage name Hauschka.

I don't see a problem with
me, a classical pianist,

hearing Sigur Ros and making
music based off them.
Volker Bertelmann
Hauschka
To those who know anything about
Hauschka, this tidbit might come as a
surprise—Bertelmann is a thin white
German man with wispy hair that dangles
in waves over one of his eyes. The music
he makes is also, at first glance, a far cry
from hip-hop. Hauschka uses what is called
"prepared piano," a style of playing where
items are placed inside the piano itself to
elicit unique sounds. Ping-pong balls, paper
clips, bottle caps and more find their way
into the bowels ofHauschka's piano, creating an entrancing range of zips, rattles and
plunks that transform the classic sound of a
piano into something completely different.
The result is incredible. Hauschka's music
is evocative and rich, full of quiet riffs and
loops that swell and build into gorgeously
quirky instrumental arrangements often
accompanied by strings and horns. To call
his music "classical" would be limiting, it is

sound unlike any others.
"I love to be a bridge between classic
and indie rock. I was classically trained
on piano, and I remember my instructors
used to try and teach me that some music
was 'real music' and inherently better than
other music, 'unreal' music like hip-hop
and rock. I thought that was P**ing stupid," Bertelmann said.
This attitude comes through in the
music— while composed with largely
"classical" instrumentation, strains of
rock and, yes, hip-hop are apparent in
his songs. Hauschka's newest album
"Salon Des Amateurs" takes this even
further. Tracks like "Radar" and "Ping"
sound as if someone could jump in and
start rapping over them in their current
unaltered form.
"On those tracks in particular, I wanted
something that The Neptunes could rap
over," Bertelmann said.
Hauschka's thesis behind the new album
was that he wanted to craft "electronica
music out of classical instruments." In that
regard, the album is a complete success—
picture Yann Tiersen filtered through Aphex
Twin and Run DMC. It may seem an odd
mix, but it makes complete sense upon
first listen.
"The worlds of classical, rock and hipVia Fat Cat Records
hop are bleeding together, and I think that's
great. I don't see a problem with me, a clasHauschka is playing The Triple Door tonight, April 20 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $15.
sical pianist, hearing Sigur Ros and making music based off of them," Bertelmann Seattle April 20 at the Triple Door) he what is played is improvised on the spot
said.
will bring along Samuli Kosminen, Mum's Bertelmann doesn't even know how he will
On his newest album, members from
Finnish drummer, as well as a string section
prepare his piano until sound check.
Icelandic band Mum (past tourmates of featuring local musicians.
"There is so much randomness in the
as
well
as
Calexico
and
Modest
Mouse
tour
his),
yet,
"This is definitely my fullest
piano, which for me is perfect and one of
make appearances, lending their various I don't often play with this many people," the things that keeps what I do so exciting
talents to the album. Hauchka's music is alBertelmann said.
for me," Bertelmann said.
often
mutes
The
show
won't
be
one
to
ways percussive—he
portions
miss—espeof the piano and plays them like drums
cially considering -the way Hauschka goes Kelton may be reached at
but on his newest tour (which stops in about his live performances. Almost all of entertainment@su-spectator.com
—
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TV on the Radio
returns with light tunes
Bridget Baker
Volunteer Writer
Having reunited and it's members returned from their various
side projects, TV on the Radio
has finally released its new album
"Nine Types of Light." TV on
the Radio has built up a relished
grooviness and art-rock reputation that has turned notably softer
on their new release. Lighter lullabies were not the most expected
result this time around, especially
after 2008's highly praised, "Dear
Science," which was full of dancy,
post-apocalyptic disco numbers.
Nonetheless, TV on the Radio has
regrouped and changed it up for album number four. Ten tracks long,
"Nine Types Of Light" was released
in the US on April 12, and features classic, harmonically blended
TVOTR tunes like groover, "New
Cannonball Blues." Despite solid
tracks, the band isn't doing much
branching out. The majority of
tracks are along the same sound
as Return To Cookie Mountain's,
"I Was A Lover." No doubt, it has
textured, elegant sounds that are

out-of-this-world-interesting, but
when a slight psychedelic twist is
added to 10 strains of "1 Was A
Lover," a listener can't help but feel
a bit dull. Of the number ofalbums
released by TV on the Radio, Nine
Types Of Light is sort of the black
sheep, the odd one out, the outcast.
Arguably, it is the one lacking in
passionate rage, which is what TV
on the Radio has earned a reputation for. The golden track of the album is "Will Do," but compared to
its brothers and sisters, the album
contains no "Dancing Choose,"
"Wolf Like Me," or "Staring at the
Sun" sort of hit. The album doesn't
create an immediate connection,
rather a subtle love after a few very
close listens. One thing that is
not missing from the album is the
style of intelligent lyricism. Let us
hope that while TV on the Radio
prepares for their next release, this
siesta of an album is a precursor,
a building of energy for the dancing/ throbbing/bobbing/ swaying/
swooning still to come.

Bridget may be reached at
bakerb@seattleu.edu
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SXSU: Campus Bands
Seattle University is host to a quiet, but thriving music scene. Hiding in
the Campion basement, cramped dorm rooms and basements, this
week The Spectator unearths some of the campus' best kept secrets.

The Brain Cooks cook-up an undescribable sound
Rosalie Cabison
Staff Writer
It took guitarist Ben Watts and bassist
Adrian Kirn a month to convince Colleen
Clement to sing with them.
"I never sang in front of anybody before I
sang with this band," said Clement.
She was so embarressed she cried during
their first practice, but kept singing. Two years
later, the addition ofa drummer, a band name
change and myriad practices, there isn't an
inkling of stage fright written on her face.
Clement's soulful waitings are accompa-

[Clement] is the Wendy to
their Lost Boys, not hesitant

to remind them to focus.
nied by the clean guitar riffs of Watts, the
hard-driving basslines of Kirn and the pulsating beats of drummer Cameron LaFlam.
Together, they are The Brain Cooks and
if you've ever made a trip to The Cave or
done your laundry in Campion late at night
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, there's a good

chance that you've heard their music pierce
the walls of the music room and overflow
into the hallway.
However, on this particular Thursday
night, there was no indication of amplified
instruments or vocals in the basement. After
I double-checked my calendar, I knocked on
the music room door.
"Don't come in yet!" Clement called
out.

When they let me in, I found the band
in the middle of a promotional photo shoot
under the direction of Clement.
"I'm in Mom mode right now," Clement
said as she focused her camera.
As Clement is the only member ofThe
Brain Cooks with two X chromosomes, the
fact that she has to go into "Mom mode"
doesn't come as a surprise. During the photoshoot, The Brain Cooks silendy waited for the
flash, chuckling soon after. When the band
members do talk, it's Kirn, LaFlam andWatts
engaging in sarcastic shenanigans and playful
banter.
"Are you taking your pants off?" one
of their voices jokingly chides through the
dark.
In another instance, Kirn and Watts inexplicably began addressing each other in
British accents.

Clement doesn't hesitate to joke around
with them and contribute a few one-liners
herself. However, she is also the Wendy to
their Lost Boys, not hesitant to remind them
to focus.

I would have to name

at least five different
bands to describe what

they sound like.
Bob Martin
Kithkin

After the photo shoot was complete, The
Brain Cooks practiced in preparation for a
show they played Friday in Ballard. It's hard
to say what they sound like, but it's easy to say
that they'll make you want to dance.
The Brain Cooks describe the writing process as "haphazard." Each member writes his
or her own part, creating an unique and indescribable sound that stems from the blend of
their separate but unified personalities.
They were initially described to me as

"Yeah Yeah Yeahs-ish," but that description
does them no justice. Powerful female vocals
and groovy bass aside, The Brain Cooks have
other signature elements that prevent them
from being simplified in comparison to anotherband. Even other musicians have a hard
time pinning them down.
"What's awesome about them is that
their sound is so unique," said Bob Martin,
sophomore and member ofthe band Kithkin.
"I would have to name at least five different bands to describe what they sound like.
They're unlike anything else that I've heard
around the Seattle music scene."
When asked to define their own sound,
the response from the band was a collective snicker followed by uncertain mumbles. If you ever get the chance to listen
to them, you'll understand why. Their EP
"Sometime After June" features catchy
bass driven numbers like "Crystal Vision"
and shimmery guitar lines on "Le Fauve."
The EP is available free for download on

thebraincooks.bandcamp.com.
The Brain Cooks have a show coming up at The
Comet Tavern on May 4 at 9 p.m. 21 and up.

Rosalie may be reached at
rcabison@su-spectator.com

Photo courtesy Colleen Clement

Spidery guitar lines wrap around muscular bass and chopped up drums to create The Brain Cooks unique feel, topped off by vocals that range from subtle cooing to wild yelping,
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Cig Bros keep it surreal
with their off-beat tunes

gh ĥ

Seattle U hip-hop group
competes for national title
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer

Candace Shankel | The Spectator

The Cig Bros relax in front of a wall, perhaps pondering pod racing sounds.

Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
Even though their name might sug-

Chiou.
If you visit the Cig Bros myspace,
you'll hear a couple of early recordings

by O'Connor and Beswetherick. The
two guitar-heavy tracks have sort of
a Clap Your Hands Say Yeah feel to
them, featuring O'Connors uniquely
are
off-kilter
vocal styling. O'Connor is
and
creative
what
quirks
sequiturs
of.
After
enrolled
in Seattle U's audio
to
be
most
presently
they appear
proud
working on several projects and endurrecording class and thus, has access to
ing periods of trial and error, each of the university's relatively new studio.
these musical minds has arrived at the Studio time is in the Cig Bros future, a
same conclusion: never take yourself too development that will see them posting
new tracks online soon.
seriously.
The project began during a time
The band's musical outlook and genwhen guitarist John O'Connor, a eral feelings toward making music are
Seattle U freshman, and drummer almost paradoxical. On the one hand,
Michael Beswetherick, a University of they love to joke around by experimentWashington freshman, weren't happy ing with wacky noise samples like exwith the bands they were playing in. plosions and pod racing sounds. They
Naturally, the two of them started jam- also enjoy performing oddball covers
ming, and theresult was something that like "The Shire Song" from Lord of the
O'Connor refers to as "sort of a joke."
Rings and "Mos Eisly Cantina" from
"It was just more playful," said Star Wars. On the other hand, they put
O'Connor, "not too deep or serious or a lot of time and effort into their comemotional."
positions and they don't mean for the
More recently, they've added wackiness to be completely random.
"If you're in a band, you should
synth player Cynthia Chiou (yes, the
SYNTH-ia joke has been made) as well have certain constraints, and then you
should try to grow out of those conas bassist Ryland Bydalele to the band,
both of whom are also UW freshmen. straints," Beswetherick said.
First and foremost, Cig Bros is grateAll four of them attended Inglemoor
High School in Bothell, Wash, and ful to be playing in Seattle. While it's
played in various bands together at difficult in places like New York and
different periods of time. It was also Los Angeles for young bands to gain
momentum, {he Emerald City has
at Inglemoor High that the name Cig
Bros was born. Apparently, when one proven to be the perfect home for upof their friends started smoking, they and-comers.
"It's weird how the music commubegan referring to her as "Cig Lady."
O'Connor and Beswetherick always nity in Seattle is telling us 'yes, we want
intended to write a song about Cig to embrace new music,"' Chiou said.
In the short time they've been playLady, and as the concept evolved in
their minds, they started thinking of ing, Cig Bros has performed at The
Firehouse in Redmond, Piecora's, The
themselves as Cig Bros.
"We don't really smoke in the band," Comet Tavern and The Vera Project.
Their next show will be on May 7 at
said Beswetherick. "Its kind of an ironthe Comet Tavern with Land of Pipes
ic title. It sort of represents how we
and Marry Me Lazy Eye. They will
don't take ourselves too seriously."
A lot has happened to Cig Bros' also be performing at the ArtSideOut's
sound in the last few weeks. Even "Collision" arts show May 17th in the
though the addition of a synthesizer Campion Ballroom.
is relatively new, it has assumed a lead
role.
Cameron may be reached at
"Our sound is still developing," said cdrews@su-spectator.com

gest otherwise, none of the members of
Cig Bros do a whole lot of smoking.
Then again, their misnomers, non-

Gumbo came to Seattle University, Tawmy
Bahawma went to Washington State University
and Spike chose to attend the University of
Gummersall
was
with
his
dining
girl- Washington. After spending his freshman year at
Josh
friend when he received an urgent text from Mike Pullman, Tawmy Bahawma decided to return to
Shanahan imploring him to call him immediately. Seattle, and The U Crew approached their craft
The pair, along with Spencer Belcher, are members with a renewed vigor and a fresh focus on performof the local hip-hop group, The U Crew. Seeing ing professionally.
the text, Gummersall feared an emergency.
"I was like, we actually have to push this,"
Bahawma, who now attends Seattle
unTawmy
out
that
this
dude's
pinned
"I'm freaking
Central Community College, said. "We're going
der a semi-truck or something, so I stepped outside and called him," Gummersall said. (Shortly to get into the studio a whole hell of a lot when
after he began producing beats in high school, I get back."
Gummersall s began calling him 'Gumbo'; he now
"It all starts, in my opinion, with making good
music," said J. Gumbo, who produces the beats
uses the stage name J. Gumbo, adding the extra
letter for uniqueness). "He told me, 'I just signed Tawmy Bahawma and Spike rap to. "And having
us up for this thing.'"
an online presence helps a lot. It's all about conThe "thing" turned out to be the College Battle necting with your fans, and inspiring them to conof the Bands, a competition where contending nect with their friends."
bands vie locally before advancing to a regional
Aside from emceeing, Tawmy Bahawma and
and then national contest. The competition is Spike also write their own lyrics. Hours of practice
sponsored by the textbook-rental company Chegg led to the release of "University," the group's first
album. Although fans and newcomers alike can
and Gibson Guitar among others. National winners will receive an iMac, Final Cut Studio, iPod listen to the album on the U Crew's website, the
Touches and will have the opportunity to conserve trio contends that they're at their best live.
with music industry executives.
Shanahan, Gummersall and Belcher quickly
learned that while the judges would choose two
Bro got a USB
bands for the Seattle competition, a third would be
microphone and just
selected based on fan response. Each group chose a
song to place on their batde webpage, and whichever group's song received the most plays would
went to town.
win a spot in the local showdown.
Tawmy Bahawma
Currendy, the U Crew's "Break It Down" has
received more than 6,000 plays, far outstripping
The U Crew
their competition and securing them a place in the
April 21 battle at the Vera Project.
With their diverse beats—"Sweet Caroline"
"Just the online response has been promising,"
Gummersall said. "And the fact that we might
slows and restyies the melody of the Neil
hopefully get to go to the regional battle, and if Diamond classic while "Rumble in the Jungle"
fortune and talent are on our sides, hopefully [get employs vibrating electronic rhythms—in union
to] the national battle, too."
with their smooth, laid back lyrics, the U Crew
"It's just a good feeling that something that's aims to have fun whenever they get in front of an
so fun to do can take you places like Battle of
audience. When they're having fun, it isn't long
the Bands," Belcher said. (Belcher's stage name before the audience gets pumped up and shares
is Spike; friends gave him the nickname in high
in their good mood.
"I think we engage the crowd so well,"
school.)
Gumbo,
and
Shanahan—
who
derived
Bahawma said, addressing a skill that
Tawmy
Spike
J.
his stage nameTawmy Bahawma from the tropical will doubtlessly aid them during the upcoming
shirts his late grandfather, and later he, wore—first band showdown and which they've employed at
numerous frat parties. "We're being judged on
began rapping and laying beats during their adolescence. A trio born and bred in Seattle, they met in
exactly that."
"I've been to certain shows where they're
kindergarten and remained close until one fateful
afternoon when they were fourteen, they ceased to walking back and forth, not so into it," Spike
be merely friends and became a band.
said. "Then 1 go to a different show where they're
"It all started one day in [J- Gumbo's] upstairs," jumping around, and I just get so much more into
Tawmy Bahawma said. "Bro got a USB microit, and I think that's what we bring."
The Seattle segment of the College Battle
phone and just went to town."
Initially, J. Gumbo, Tawmy Bahawma and of the Bands will take place on April 21 at the
Spike formed a larger group with other friends, Vera Project, beginning at 8 p.m.
but when those members dropped out, they beSam may be reached at
came the U Crew.
When it came time to enroll in college, J. skettering@su-spectator.com

Lindsey

Wasson [

The Spectator

The U Crew, a Seattle rap group, are composed of (L to R) Spencer Belcher, Josh Gummersall and Mike Shanahan, also known as Spike, J. Gumbo and Tawmy Bahama.
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Softball team splits Utah Valley series over weekend
J. Adrian Munger
Staff Writer
The Seattle University softball team split a four game series
with Utah Valley this weekend,
bringing its conference record
to 6-4. This weekend-long series
was the second-to-last series of
the home portion of Seattle U's

conference play.
Saturday's doubleheader was
split, with the Redhawks winning the first game 8-2 but losing the next match 8-4. Seattle
U dominated the first game,
taking a significant lead early
on. Junior Hannah Klein and
sophomore Allegra Wilde had
solid hitting in the first inning,
with Wilde hitting a two-run
double and Klein hitting a oneRBI groundout. The Redhawks
were able to hold onto the
momentum from this threerun lead, and the Utah Valley
Wolverines never took the lead.
Seattle U's momentum carried
through to the very next inning,
where junior Natalie Leyland
earned two RBIs off a huge

It's easier to pitch
when you've got a
great hitting team
behind you.
Jessica Ulrich
Sophomore

Joe Dyer |

she faced.
The Redhawks were unable to continue their pitching and hitting dominance in
the second game on Saturday.
The Wolverines got off to an
early lead when Utah Valley's
Deianna Russell hit a two-run
homer in the second inning, giving them their first lead of the
day. The Wolverines were able
to score once more before the
Redhawks got on the board off
a single from Leyland. A tworun homer from senior Jessica

Amador

hit to left field. The Redhawks
earned a total of four runs in
the second inning, bringing the
score to

7-1.

Seattle U also dominated
Saturday's first game defensively, with a standout performance from freshman pitcher
Richelle Ashburn. She kept the
Wolverines to just two runs in
the game, one in the second inning and one in the seventh.
She struck out six of the hitters

The Spectator

Freshman pitcher Richelle Ashburn (8) winds up to pitch as Lyndi
Prestgard (21) of Utah Valley looks to make a run for second base.

in the fourth inning
tied the game. The Redhawks
were able to stay in control of
the game until the final out of
the seventh inning, when Utah
Valley's Amanda Perez hit a
four RBI home run, giving the
Wolverines a 8-4 lead, which
the Redhawks couldn't overcome in their last inning.
"We played well for the first
41 outs," said head coach Dan
Powers. "[But we] couldn't get
that last out."
The two games on Sunday
followed the same pattern,

with the Redhawks dominating
the first game but losing the
second. The first game would
be the highest scoring of the
series, with the Redhawks winning 10-4.
A slow start in the first game
was overturned with a huge second inning from the Redhawks.
Senior Kate Zender, Leyland
and freshman Karina Smyth
all had huge hits in the second,
combining for five runs. The
Redhawks' huge hitting continued in the fourth and fifth
innings, eventually giving the
Redhawks an insurmountable
10-0 lead. It was the biggest
lead of the series. Utah Valley
was able to muster some decent offense, scoring four runs
near the end of the match, but
were unable to beat Seattle U's
incredible hitting. Once again,
pitching was key, with sophomore Jessica Ulrich holding the
Wolverines scoreless until the
end of the fifth inning.
"We had a lot of good hitting today," said Ulrich after
the doubleheader. "It's easier to

Joe Dyer | The Spectator

Several members of the Seattle U softball team meet on the pitcher's
mound during their quadruple header against Utah Valley. Seattle U
won two of the four games.
pitch when you've got a great
hitting team behind you."
The final game of the series
started with the same powerful
hitting that was characteristic of
the series. Wilde and Klein each
hit in a run in the first, again
giving the Redhawks an early
lead. Utah Valley came back,
scoring twice in the second
inning and once in the third
to give them the lead. Seattle
U was able to tie it up in the
fourth inning, but was never
able to regain the lead. Utah
Valley was able to secure their
second win by hitting in three
runs in the fifth inning. Seattle
U was held scoreless after that.

The weekend brought Seattle
U's conference record to 6-4 and
their overall record to 10-26.
"We've been getting better all
season," said Powers. "Our hitting really improved in the first
part of the season . . [and now]
we're playing against teams
more in line with our level of
play and funding."
The Redhawks will play their
final home series of conference
play next weekend when they
play Portland State University.
Games on Friday and Saturday
.

start at noon.

J. Adrian may be reached at
amunger@su-spectator.com

Interim swim coach resigns to move overseas
season, a role she has
filled in the past. Unlike
some of Seattle U's athletic
programs, the swimming
program has one head coach
for both the women's and men's teams.
Her career as a coach at Seattle U has
been extremely successful, helping turning the Seattle U swimming program into
a competitive Division One team. This
past season saw great success at several
big meets, as well as repeated breaking of
school records.
"[Cuevas] has a long history with the
program," said Bill Hogan, director of
Athletics. "She's stepped in as interim
head coach on three occasions. She's always done a great job."
After coaching this past year in an

Cover

�

via GoSeattlell

capacity, Cuevas

the

job of head coach of the

swim program,

interim

which she declined. Instead she intends
Rome, Italy at the end of the
summer to be with her husband after
spending the summer in Africa, where she
hopes to make use of her degree in international affairs from Seattle U. Cuevas
says she is interested in continuing to
work in the education system. There are
numerous American universities and exchange programs in Rome. In her time as
an assistant coach, Cuevas also started to
pursue a master's degree in sports leadership and administration.
"Seattle University has been a huge,
formative part of my life. I'm leaving a
family that I've been a part of my whole
adult life. It's very bittersweet. I have
to move to

nothing but awesome memories," said
Cuevas. "Whoever replaces me will get
to work with a wonderful group."
The process of finding a coach is an
extensive one, but is also one the Athletics
department hopes to accomplish quickly.
They hope to find a new coach before the
swim team begins their summer training
in June. Usually they would appoint one
of the assistant coaches to an interim position during this process, but given the
window of opportunity before the next
season starts, they may look to hire an entirely new coach to the position, although
Hogan says they process always includes
looking at assistant coaches.
J. Adrian may be reached at
amunger@su-spectator.com
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Women's golf rounds out season in California
finishing in a tie for 15th
place. McCleary was also voted Honorable
Mention All-Conference in the West

Cambray Provo
Staff Writer

tournament,

The Seattle University women's golf team finished in fifth place at the West Coast Conference
Championships in Hollister, Calif, on Tuesday.
Seattle U maintained its position over the twoday tournament through to the final round at the
San Juan Oaks GolfClub. This tournamentconcludes die competitive season for the women's
golf team diis year, and was its first as a member
of die West Coast Conference. Pepperdine won
the conference team tide right before Gonzaga,
who placed second.
"It was a really tough tournament and the
teams were really good," said golfer Caitlin
McCleary. "Our team struggled, none of us
played very well. I struggled on a few holes. I
feel okay about it. I would have liked to do a lot
better. I was expecting a lot more."
In fact, Caitlin McCleary earned four
birdies on the way to her best score of die

Coast Conference.
Head coach Don Rasmussen said McCleary s

performance was a highlight.
"She shot 78-72-76. She finished 15th
and I think that is a heck of an accomplishment considering how new she is to the game,"
said Rasmussen. "She has only been playing
three years, and to compete in the West Coast
[Conference] Championship and finish 15th is
a heck of an accomplishment."
"Overall I thought there were some ups
and downs, and I think every person, including the players are probably a little disappointed because I don't think we played
our best golf," Rasmussen said. However,
he noted, "it was a great opportunity for
us to be able to be part of the West Coast
Conference and compete. We are still a very
young team and our experience showed up

at

the championship level."
McCleary said that a highlight of the

We are still a very young

team and our experience
showed up at the

championship level.
Don Rasmussen
Head Coach

for her was the performance
of her teammate, who had been extremely
ill with the flu. She played through two full
rounds, and played well.
"Next year we are looking to come back

tournament

to

this

tournament

and compete better,'

McCleary said. "Instead of being towards
the end of the pack, we have been moving
toward the middle. Next year we hope to be
moving to the front in some tournaments.'
Rasmussen said that although the team
did not take home any trophies in this
tournament, he was still satisfied with the
team's performance.
[We] saw a lot of improvement this year
in the women's program. This was a huge
"

step for our women's program to continue to

work hard, and to introduce them to what
caliber of play they are up against at the West
Coast Conference level," Rasmussen said.
"We had team bests and personal bests
and I thought there were a lot of things we
continue to improve on, recruit, develop and
work hard to continue to improve."
Cambray may be reached at
cprovo@su-spectator.com

Pole vaulter Johnson has high hopes for future
John Beaton

Staff Writer
Some people are able to grab a pole nearly three
times taller than themselves, use that pole to propel
themselves as high up in the air as they can, only to
come plummeting down to the ground. For many,
such an activity is something they would never do.

I have it mentally together
more than I have in the past.

It'll be hard to top this.
Ariel Johnson
Junior

However, that is just what Ariel Johnson, a junior
accounting major, does on a regular basis.
Johnson, who is on the track team, has been pole
vaulting since ninth grade after she was inspired
by what she saw during the preceding Summer
Olympics in 2004.
When making up her mind, Johnson said that
she didn't want to run track so she decided that
pole vaulting was the best option.
"I liked it from the beginning," said Johnson, a
Moscow, Idaho native. She has been consistently

enjoying it ever since.
When Johnson first picked up the sport, she
began performing very well. In fact, for a while
she believed that high school was the plateau ofher
pole vaulting career. But this year that all began to
change as Johnson, with the help of her coaches
and her own determination, has been topping her
own expectations and breaking personal records.
"This has been the best year I've had since high
school," Johnson said. "I felt like it was never going
to happen. I thought that high school was going to
be it. I have it mentally together more than I have
in the past. It'll be hard to top this."
Chad Pharis, the assistant track coach, has
been working with Johnson for the past year, during which time they have developed a compat-

ible working relationship that facilitates

progress.

"She's a

strong individual, and

Photo courtesy

Ariel Johnson

accounting firm in the future.
Johnson went on to say that some ofher favorite
hobbies include, "... salsa dancing, hanging out
with my friends, going camping and going back
to

Idaho."

Johnson has less than six meets left this year but
she hopes to beat more records for herself and the
school. Her current pole vaulting personal record
is 11 feet and thTee-quarter inch. However, she
hopes to break that in the remaining time she has
this year and next year.

Softball
Utah Valley
4/16
8-2 (W)

Johnson has less than six

Utah Valley
4/16

meets left this year but she

hopes to beat more records
for herself and the school.

Johnson's

everything

of

North Carolina Central
4/16
4-1 (W)
Longwood
4/17
1-6 (L)

4-8 (L)

Utah Valley
4/17
10-4 (W)

Baseball
Central Washington
4/15
3-0 (W)

Utah Valley
4/17
3-6 (L)

Central Washington
4/16
5-0 (W)

Men's Tennis
NJIT
4/15
4-0 (W)

Washington
4/19
1-7 (L)

is

starting to come together... These last few weeks,
she's made a lot of breakthroughs," said Pharis.
When Johnson isn't on the track, she's either
working hard toward her accounting major or just
having a good time. Johnson switched from majoring in international business to accounting after
many of her professors had apparently embarrassed
her by saying in class that she should be an accounting major. Johnson is also a Spanish minor
and will be finishing that program in Ecuador this
summer. She hopes to work for an international

"I think this year I can reasonably get 12 [feet].
If I can get 12 [feet] 6 [inches] by the end of my
time here, that would be awesome," Johnson said.
It sounds like both Johnson and her coaches
have high hopes for both her performance here at
Seattle University and beyond. And with a 12 foot
clearance under her belt, it shouldn't be hard to
jump over the obstacles life throws at her.
John may be reached at

jbeaton@su-spectator.com

Longwood
4/15
3-4 (L)

Women's Golf
West Coast Conference
Championships
4/18-4/19
5 of 6
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Pro:

Anti:

The newly approved Core has elicited apocalyptic reactions from students and faculty alike, whipped up in
a tizzy over the proposed choose-your-own-adventure
style option students will have between a history and an
English course.
Students and professors haverallied to save their beloved history and English courses, claiming how crucial they are in our
education. However, these are the same students who moan over
how irrelevant Core classes are, students who consistently nod
off or check Facebook in Core classes. These are the same professors who are teaching the Core in a passionless, thoughdess way,
treating their curriculum like a rotten obligation to the university
rather than a chance to inject passion into students and educate
them in a relevant and meaningful way.
Ultimately, the new Core isn't depriving students of a "real
education" any more than the current Core (which has weirdly
been venerated as of late) was wasting their time. The new Core
features less of the fluff students (yes, you, the students) have
been complaining about for ages, while offering more flexibility
and personalization.
Even then, the new Core's form doesn't really matter: the
change that will actually matter and that should be whipping students up into a tizzy is the quality of the classes. The Core could
be worked in a million different forms that all sound wonderful
and innovative and new, but if the professors still treat the Core
like an annoying chore, students will continue to fall asleep and
take away nothing but a nagging sense that their time is being
severely wasted. A good Core is one taught by professors who
are (or at least appear to be) actually excited about what they are
teaching. That energy transfers to students, who are hungry for
curriculum that is not only relevant to their actual lives, but is
also exciting. Before we get up in arms over English and history,
professors should prove their classes are worth the hullaballoo
they've been stirring up.

The Academic Assembly's decision to revise the Core and
make English or History courses optional for incoming
freshman sends a mixed message. As an institution that
emphasizes education of the whole person with a wellrounded core curriculum, by accepting the Core revisions
we are putting a value on certain academic disciplines over
others. Simply put, if the university doesn't care about the
content of the Core, why should students?
News of the Core revisions sparked controversy shortly
after the preliminary report was published in January of
this year. Certain elements of the Core, like the more comprehensive titling of courses and the new outcome-based
modules, offer greater flexibility to students and professors,
but also privilege certain subjects and in the long run only
disadvantage the students who are not required to take a
college level writing or history class.
Some may argue that this isn't a big deal and that colleges are able to set their own standards, which could mean
that depending on what college you attend, you may have
to take English and history. The problem with that logic
is that despite what other indicators, like faculty compensation, may tell us we do not go to Albers' University
or the University of Arts and Science. We go to Seattle
University, and if the Core is going to remain as a strong
element of our Jesuit education then we need to treat it
like it is worth our time.
If the Core is the truly in place to ensure that every
Seattle U graduate leaves this institution more informed
and more aware of social justice issues, then we can't
keep cutting corners. First English and history, then
what? Requiring every student to take these classes may
not be financially appealing, but neither is growing food
to give to poor people or building more expensive yet
sustainable buildings.
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Last week in the article
"Faculty salaries higher at peer
institutions like Gonzaga," we
featured faculty's personal accounts of how their low salaries
affect their lives quoted from
the Arts & Sciences Task Force's
white paper on faculty compensation and governance. Since
the publication of that article,
it was brought to our attention
that some faculty members were
embarrassed or angry that these

personal details

were

printed

in

the newspaper. We want to make
it clear that embarrassment or
sensationalism was not our intent. The reporter who worked
on the story for a month found
few members of the university

community who were willing to
speak with her, so The Spectator's
managing editors and I decided
quoting the white paper was
necessary for transparency and
to offer justification for faculty complaints. It seemed that
a large portion of the problem

Community media
works best when
the communication
is multi-faceted.
from a lack of transparenand,
often, students are not
cy
aware of faculty concerns. And,
came

ideally, by bringing difficult

to light, media can effect
change. But we cannot effect
the right kind of change unless
our readership keeps us in check

facts

when necessary.
We understand that this is a
developing story as the university moves forward in its plan
to increase faculty compensation and we plan to return to
this story in the future.
As always, we encourage letters to the editor from community members. We did not receive any formal communication
about the April 13 piece from
faculty, I heard the complaints
I am responding to in this editorial secondhand. I think this
points out a major communication breakdown between The
Spectator and its readership, its
community it is meant to serve

and fairly represent.
Seattle University faculty and
staff, if the quotes in the white
paper did not accurateley portray

faculty complaints about

compensation or the necessity
for increased compensation,
we welcome your voices in this
publication. Community media
works best when the communication is multi-faceted and allows for a dialogue between a
publication and its readership.
And these remarks do not
speak to the facutly compensation article alone, but to all our
content. If we are not serving you,
our readership, send us feedback.
Help us become the paper the
community wants to see.
Frances may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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Radicals place blame on undeserving Muslims
Chris Seeman
The Daily Reveille, Louisiana State
Pastor Terry Jones is a misguided bigot.
The part-time preacher and
part-time used furniture salesman
has done his damndest to earn that
title, using his role as the leader of
the Dove World Outreach Center
in Gainesville, Fla., to create more
controversy than any poorly funded,
50-member hate group that's the
Southern Poverty Law Center's desdeserves.
ignation, not mine
trouble
last
The
began
year, when
and
his
followers
planned to
Jones
of
the
burn copies
Quran on the
ninth anniversary of the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks. Jones' intentions
—

—

widely publicized and sparked
international outrage, which eventually led to the cancellation of the
event dubbed "International Burn
a Quran Day" by Jones.
Jones apparently could not help
himself, however, and decided to
preside over a "trial" on March 20
in which the Quran was convicted
and executed
by burning, of
were

—

course.

This time, the outrage was
real as well. Protests erupted in
Afghanistan and Pakistan, resulting
in the deaths of at least 20 people.
American politicians and religious leaders scrambled to repudiate the actions of both Jones and
the violent protestors, and some
went so far as to place the blame

for the deaths on Jones himself.

It's an inescapable fact that
the violence in Afghanistan and

Pakistan was perpetrated by radical
Muslims. Unfortunately, the assurance this type of response would
result probably empowered Jones,
who uses the violence committed
by Muslims as a justification for his
hateful proselytizing.
Violent reprisals following perceived slights are not a new phenomenon for radical Muslims,
and it would be unwise to write
off these actions as the expected
response to any affront. So then,
who is to blame?
Karzai and Jones both acted
irresponsibly, but it is folly to
pin the blame for the violence on

either of them. Though radicals
no doubt represent a small portion of Muslims throughout the
world, they are unequivocally responsible for these violent protests,
with many using the uninformed
bigotry of Jones to exercise some
violent bigotry of their own.
Unfortunately, the responsibility for marginalizing these
voices of violence and extremism
falls upon moderate American
Muslims. The only real option
American Muslims have is to
lead by example and when the
next Terry Jones comes prodding,
ignore him.

Every morning I enjoy a ritualistic
breakfast of eggs on toast coupled with
internet wanderings, in some ways attempting to flee from worries about
homework, a busy schedule and a
roommate who constantly leaves the
cheese out on the counter. Today, I
happened upon a video depicting the
slaughter of a small girl in Libya. The
image cut deftly through my "developed world problems" and caused a
realization: the world is undergoing colossal transition and I had contracted a
case of"crisis fatigue."
While I was subconsciously aware
of happenings in Egypt and elsewhere,
the true reality of their significance
faded over time. The astounding number of crises plus the incessant nature
of our information cycle normalized
transformational events. I found myself lost in apathy and inaction, living

as if nothing unusual was happening.
Clearly, thepresent is anything but
normal. In an attempt to offset your
crisis fatigue (or make up for mine),
here are some on-going situations to
keep in mind:
First, remember the tumultuous
popular uprisings in the Middle East
and North Africa. Fueled by economic
unrest, a new sense of pan-Arabism
based on democratic ideals is sweeping across several nations. It seems an
eternity since Mohamed Bouazizi of
Tunisia set himself on fire just three
months ago. In the meantime, Egypt
transitioned to a military government, French and U.S. military forces
bombed Gadhafi's stronghold, and
thousands are protesting in Yemen,
Bahrain and elsewhere. However, all
this does not guarantee a happy end-

ing, as surviving dictators are digging
violently cracking down on
continuing protests.
Second, the recession united with
in and

political instability are driving up the
price offood. World food prices are
36 percent above levels of a year ago,
which has pushed 44 million people
into poverty since last June. Volatile
and increasing food prices are devastating for those on the margin, and could
push millions more into poverty in the
coming months.
On a national stage, the deficit
looms large. Standard and Poor's, a
giant among credit rating agencies,
just lowered its oudook for the U.S.
to negative. Though it means the U.S.
is still an extremely safe country to lend
money to, the "negative" rating serves
as a warning that things will change
unless progress is made in dealing with
the long-term deficit.
Honorable mentions go out to
the Eurozone's financial crisis, global
climate change, the gulf oil spill, the
succession of southern Sudan, the war
in Afghanistan, the incarceration of
Bradley Manning and many more.
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Students suffering from crisis fatigue
Michael Kaemingk
Debate Team Columnist

The Sonics
(or any team
willing to
come nere)

Merely being aware of these crises
is helpful, but just as changing your
profile picture to a cartoon character
will not stop child abuse, mindfulness alone cannot prevent loss of life
in Libya or protect the worlds poor
from starvation. Meaningful change
requires legitimate action. There is a
(most likely fake) Chinese curse that
states, "May you live in interesting
times." The curse rests upon us.
The challenge now, then, is to have
a significant positive impact at this crucial juncture byovercoming the apathy
and inattention which accompany crisis fatigue. Make your voice heard by
attending rallies as opposed to simply
writing letters. Give to honorable organizations, both in money and time.
Ensure the world emerges from these
crises a better and more just place.

The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com

CORRECTIONS

In the April 13 edition of
The Spectator, photos of the
Marianas Festival were run on
the front and back page. The
headline indicated it was the
7th annual festival but it was
the 18th festival. The club is
also not a Guamanian club,
but a Marianas club representing the Marianas Islands, which
include Guam, Saipan, Tinian,
Rota and several others.
Also, the theme of the
Fiesta was "Paddling Together,
Navigating as One."
The club president is Jude
Martinez.
The war chant in the front
page photo is called "The Palu"
while the girls dance is called
"Tuleti."
We regret the errors.
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Medical Assist
April 13, 10:40 p.m.
A student reported experiencing an allergic reaction to food in

the Student Center. No medical
transport was necessary.
Suspicious Circumstance
April 14, 2:30 p.m.

A Facilities employee reported
a lock had been tampered with
in Hunthausen Hall, allowing
access without a key. The lock
was repaired.

April 14, 2:45 p.m.
A student reported the theft of a
laptop and backpack left unattended in Pigott.
Disturbance
April 14, 3:35 p.m.

A verbal dispute between students in the law school library
was reported to Public Safety.
The individuals left the area with
no further incident.

Theft
April 14, 6:15 p.m.
An employee reported the
theft of a university cell phone
from Campion.

Lindsey

Wassson |

The Spectator

Tent City moves

Alcohol Violation
April 14, 7:15 p.m.
Public Safety identified students
in possession of alcohol in the
Murphy garage. The alcohol was
removed.
Welfare Check
April 14, 8:10 p.m.
Public Safety and Housing and
Residence Life received a call
from a concerned parent. A
student was contacted and advised to contact parents.
Suspicious Person
April 14, 9:15 p.m.
A non-affiliate male was causng a disturbance in the library.

fter conducting an area check,
Public Safety was unable to find
he man.
Medical Assist
April 15, 4:50 am.
Public Safety and Housing and
Residence Life responded to a
student complaining of flu-like
symptoms. No medical transport
was necessary.

Malicious Mischief
April 15, 2:45 a.m.

Clockwise from top: A resident rearranges pallet boards; personal belongings
are seen in the background. Tent City 3 must move every 30-90 days, usually
residing near churches. Their new location is at St. Mark's near Volunteer Park.
Above, "Keke" pauses for a quick portrait before continuing to "sweep" the site
for nails with a large magnet. In order to keep tents secure, residents nail the
edges to a floor of raised pallete boards (seen in the background). Residents'
personal belongings sit in mounds. Bottom left, Craig continues to pull the
last nails off his home during TC3's move on Saturday; A dumpster full of
trash left from the move. Left, a resident prepares to drive a loaded truck to
the new site at St. Mark's. Top left: "Craig" takes a break from the move to sit
on a desk in one of the former administration tents.

Public Safety observed non-affiliates posting stickers off-campus.
The Seattle Police Department
contacted the individuals.
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